
St. Michael Speedway & Resort
An exploration in diversifying typology



Research Question

How architecture and diversifying typology might be implemented in order to aid in the solution of 
economic hurdles related to the current trend of regional raceway typology and design.



Thesis Statement

Regional automotive racing facilities cost a significant amount of capital to build and maintain. 
Additionally these facilities are often left vacant in northern portions of the country throughout 
winter. It is both inefficient in terms of both the economics and land use associated with these 
projects.

I have focused my attention to altering the future design of automotive speedways through differences 
in typology and architecture in attempts of joining multiple typologies with one unified project.



Why is it important?

Regional raceways offer a location for those in the community who share a passion for the automotive 
world to come together and foster relationships between friends, family and the community. In addition 
to the economic benefits that regional raceways provide the hosting community. They also provide a 
small but important solution to a minor public health issue. Dangerous driving behavior's are and always 
have been a subculture to the automotive community. These behavior’s often manifest themselves as 
“Street Racing”, occasionally ending in serious wrecks with the possibility of injury or death among the 
general public.



Research Methods

Strategies

• Interpretive: 
• Case Studies & Literature Review

• Qualitative: 
• Analysis of Success & Review of information

• Replication: 
• Hand drawing, Digital models & Logical Iterations

Alberta Speedway & Resort



Project History

American Automotive Racing History

• Where did it begin?
• Automotive racing first emerged during the years of prohibition.

• Sometime between 1920 and the early 1930’s

• Racing was the natural evolution of those who ran illegal moonshine.

• The need to outrun the local police developed into an entire culture of tuning and 
altering personal vehicles for faster and faster speeds.

• This fostered a culture of competition between locals and their vehicles. Who is 
faster, you or your neighbor?

Literature Review



Project History

Thank you Nascar

• Nascar
• Thanks to a few developers and the organization of what came to be Nascar. A few 

local raceways were born.

• These were more often than not simple oval tracks.

• Often consisting of graded dirt paths plowed into open farming fields.

• Users
• At first the races consisted of locals racing each other.

• This was beneficial as it gave the public an outlet for the growing desires for speed 
and competition.

History



Project History

Thank you Nascar…..somewhat

• Evolution of Nascar
• Unfortunately that same small group of investors saw a way to grow their 

investments.

• Changing User base
• As organized racing events began to grow, it simply pushed out the local 

user.

• This promoted the development of street racing and bad driving behaviors.

• Lasting for several decades, as the public filled stands instead of cars.

History



Project History

Adapting to changes

• How it evolved: Outside influences
• As communication and an introduction of culture from outside the United States 

became more significant in everyday life.

• So did the influence of outside sources.

• This changed the face of racing.

• It added new and interesting types of racing. From simple oval tracks to more 
complex road courses.

• Reintroduction to users
• It also began the reintroduction of the public user.

• A shift from watching televised racing to participating began to rise and quickly.

• The only issue being the financial cost and sustainability for developers to open 
and maintain operations.

History



Project History

Literature Review

• Literature Takeaways
• A broader understanding of the overall project context

• An indication of the issues that surround the financial and sustainable 
aspects of this typology.

• A reassurance that the solution to the issue can be resolved through the use 
of different facilitating typologies and architecture.

Literature Review



Nurburgring | Main Takeaways

Nurburg, Germany

• Site importance
• Site characteristics help to establish a sense of place.

• Grandstand Design
• Provided an range of seating arrangements and concerns.

• Site Plan Layout
• Orientation and importance of buildings relationships to each other.

• Programmatic Organization
• Provided a better understanding of needed spaces.

Case Study



Circuit of Americas | Main Takeaways

Austin, Texas

• Programmatic Elements
• Provided the typical spaces and how they are used.

• Urban Development
• Provided understanding of developing within an urban context.

• Grandstand Design
• Information regarding amount of seating.

Case Study



Alberta Raceway & Resort| Main Takeaways

Alberta, Canada

• Programmatic Elements
• Contained additional elements that most closely resembled my goals.

• Rural Development
• Provided context for developing within an Rural site.

• Site Importance
• Importance of site characteristics to additional project elements.

• Layout & Organization
• Relationship of buildings to each other and road course.

Case Study



General Programmatic Elements

• Raceway Management

• Visitor & Vehicle Registration

• Retail

• Resort / Hotel (Massing)

• Spectator Seating (Massing)

• Concessions (Massing)

Programmatic Elements



Site Location

Minneapolis

St. Paul

St. Michael

Regional Location Local Location

St. Michael

Site Location



Site Information

St. Michael, MN.

• Site is roughly 400 acres
• Size requirements in accordance with size of project.

• About 12+ acres of heavily forested land

• Approximately 2.25 miles of lake shore 

• Located within short distance of I94 & highway 10
• Self determined importance to the success of the project.

Site Location

Arial Photo

Lake Photo

Plains Photo



Site Analysis

• Major roads
• Roads colored marked with red arrows.

• Least busy road
• Road marked with light green arrow.

• Views
• Blue triangle markers indicate proffered views.

• Wind direction
• Blue arrows indicating most significant wind from North West.

• Sun orientation
• Yellow line shows Southern sun sweeping site East to West.

• Demolished farmhouse
• Red dashed circle indicates current demolition.

• Road Course Location
• Green box shows location best utilized by the road course.

Site Analysis



Design Inspiration

• Automotive Roll Cage
• The automotive roll cage is an addition often added to racing vehicles 

for safety protection.

• This then became a loose translation of both linear and triangular 
forms.

• Which developed into the two main forms, design elements and material 
choices made in the design process.

• Site Context
• The site was utilized as inspiration for the materials, views and 

orientation of both the exteriors and interiors of all buildings.

Design Inspiration



Registration & Retail

Key fundamentals of the design

• Utilization of design inspiration

• Framing views

• Daylighting needs

• Protection from wind

• Creating unity between both uses

Design



Design

• Form Development: Arched Entry

• Form Development: Vaulted Ceilings

• Form Development: mirrored entry & ceilings

Registration & Retail

What was established

• Location on site
• Western edge of site.

• Creates glimpses of site.

• Utilizes a the least busy road.

• Creating a sense of entry
• By allowing the design to frame the view into 

the center of the site.

• Form Development
• Linear form.

• Prominent entry.

• Programmatic Development
• Linear layout of spaces.



Registration & Retail

Design

• Design Inspiration
• Creating and maintaining a consistent design aesthetic.

• Incorporation of Retail
• The design concluding with an integration of retail space with 

typical spaces related to the raceway.

• Layout
• The layout consists of private, closed spaces making up the 

center of the plan.

• This provides ample daylighting

• And cross utilization of multiple spaces for different uses.

Design

Retail Space

Office Space



Floor Plan



Design

Exterior Facade

Shade Detail



Design

Interior Lobby



Sustainability Features

Design Solution

• Night Flush Cooling
• Operable side windows and skylights allow.

• Passive Daylighting
• Substituting active lighting systems with daylight 

lessen the energy needed during open hours.

• Passive Shading
• Exterior shades provide blockage from excessive 

daylight.

• Designed to be positioned to shade key interior 
spaces when needed.

• Photovoltaic Shingles
• Used as an additional source of electricity to 

power all electronic uses with the building.

Sustainability

Retail Perspective

Office Perspective



Spectator Seating

Key fundamentals of the design

• Continuation of design concepts.
• Design concepts established in prior buildings.

• Framing views
• Linear approach.

• Frames particular views.

• Protection from wind
• The seating utilizes natural wind barriers from forested 

portions of the site.

Grandstand Design

Road Course View

Grandstand Approach



Grandstand Design

Grandstand

Concessions Area



Hotel

Key fundamentals of the design

• Continuation of design concepts.
• Design concepts established in prior buildings.

• Framing views
• Linear approach.

• Frames particular views.

• Protection from wind
• The seating utilizes natural wind barriers from forested 

portions of the site.

Hotel Design

Hotel Entrance

Hotel Room Balcony



Questions?
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